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QUESTION 1

A company uses AWS Direct Connect to connect its corporate network to multiple VPCs in the same AWS 

account and the same AWS Region. Each VPC uses its own private VIF and its own virtual LAN on the 

Direct Connect connection. 

The company has grown and will soon surpass the limit of VPCs and private VIFs for each connection. 

What is the MOST scalable way to add VPCs with on-premises connectivity? 

A. Provision a new Direct Connect connection to handle the additional VPCs. Use the new connection to connect
additional VPCs. 

B. Create virtual private gateways for each VPC that is over the service quota. Use AWS Site-to-Site VPN to connect
the virtual private gateways to the corporate network. 

C. Create a Direct Connect gateway, and add virtual private gateway associations to the VPCs. Configure a private VIF
to connect to the corporate network. 

D. Create a transit gateway, and attach the VPCs. Create a Direct Connect gateway, and associate it with the transit
gateway. Create a transit VIF to the Direct Connect gateway. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A company has a hybrid IT architecture with two AWS Direct Connect connections to provide high availability. The
services hosted on-premises are accessible using public IPs, and are also on the 172.16.0.0/16 range. The AWS
resources are on the 192.168.0.0/18 range. The company wants to use Amazon Elastic Load Balancing for SSL
offloading, health checks, and sticky sessions. 

What should be done to meet these requirements? 

A. Create a Network Load Balancer pointing to the on-premises server\\'s private IP address. 

B. Create an Amazon CloudFront distribution for the on-premises service and use the public IPs of the on-premises
servers as the origin. 

C. Create a Network Load Balancer pointing to the on-premises server\\'s public IP address. 

D. Create an Application Load Balancer pointing to the on-premises server\\'s private IP address. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

You need to set up an Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instance for an application that requires the lowest latency
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and the highest packet-per-second network performance. The application will talk to other servers in a peered VPC. 

Which two of the following components should be part of the design? (Choose two.) 

A. Select an instance with support for single root I/O virtualization. 

B. Select an instance that has support for multiple ENAs. 

C. Ensure that the instance supports jumbo frames and set 9001 MTU. 

D. Select an instance with Amazon Elastic Block Store (EBS)-optimization. 

E. Ensure that proper OS drivers are installed. 

Correct Answer: AB 

References: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/UserGuide/enhanced-networking.html 

 

QUESTION 4

A company wants to enforce a compliance requirement that its Amazon EC2 instances use only on-premises DNS
servers for name resolution. Outbound DNS requests to all other name servers must be denied. A network engineer
configures the following set of outbound rules for a security group: 

The network engineer discovers that the EC2 instances are still able to resolve DNS requests by using Amazon DNS
servers inside the VPC. 

Why is the solution failing to meet the compliance requirement? 

A. The security group cannot filer outbound traffic to the Amazon DNS servers. 

B. The security group must have inbound rules to prevent DNS requests from coming back to EC2 instances. 

C. The EC2 instances are using the HTTPS port to send DNS queries to Amazon DNS servers. 

D. The security group cannot filter outbound traffic to destinations within the same VPC. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5
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A user is trying to send custom metrics to CloudWatch using the PutMetricData APIs. Which of the below mentioned
points should the user needs to take care while sending the data to CloudWatch? 

A. The size of a request is limited to 128KB for HTTP GET requests and 64KB for HTTP POST requests 

B. The size of a request is limited to 40KB for HTTP GET requests and 8KB for HTTP POST requests 

C. The size of a request is limited to 16KB for HTTP GET requests and 80KB for HTTP POST requests 

D. The size of a request is limited to 8KB for HTTP GET requests and 40KB for HTTP POST requests 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: With AWS CloudWatch, the user can publish data points for a metric that share not only the same time
stamp, but also the same namespace and dimensions. CloudWatch can accept multiple data points in the same
PutMetricData call with the same time stamp. The only thing that the user needs to take care of is that the size of a
PutMetricData request is limited to 8KB for HTTP GET requests and 40KB for HTTP POST requests. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/DeveloperGuide/ cloudwatch_concepts.html 

 

QUESTION 6

You are a network engineer at a company that just purchased a DX connection. You ensured your equipment met all of
the technical requirements, you have verified with your AWS account manager and your colocation provider that
everything is connected, and all of your information is correct. For some reason, the link does not operate correctly. 

What could be the problem? 

A. The CAT6 cable is frayed. 

B. Autonegotiation is enabled. 

C. You are using 802.1q VLANs instead of 802.1w. 

D. BFD is disabled. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

Explanation: 

Autonegotiation is enabled. A DX connection uses single-mode fiber, not CAT6; BFD is optional, and 

802.1q is the correct standard. Autonegotiation must be disabled for DX to work properly. 

 

QUESTION 7

In Amazon CloudFront, you cannot configure CloudFront to process cookies for_________. 

A. HTTPS web distributions 

B. Web and RTMP distributions 
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C. RTMP distributions 

D. HTTP web distributions 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

You cannot configure Amazon CloudFront to log cookies for RTMP distributions. For web distributions, 

CloudFront by default doesn\\'t consider cookies when caching your objects in edge locations. If your origin 

returns two objects and they differ only by the values in the Set-Cookie header, CloudFront caches only 

one version of the object. 

Reference: http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/Cookies.html 

 

QUESTION 8

Your network utilizes jumbo frames on its servers and your router. You are trying to access your AWS resources, and
you are having issues with packet loss. What is the best solution? 

A. Remove the "Do not Fragment" flag on the packets. 

B. Lower the MTU for your network. 

C. Call AWS support. 

D. You will have to upgrade to Direct Connect. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

Remove the "Don\\'t Fragment" Flag on your router. AWS will drop any data with an MTU of greater than 

1500 if the "Do not Fragment" flag is set, so you need your router to indicate that data can be fragmented. 

 

QUESTION 9

You have 3 VPCs that need to be able to pass traffic. In what two ways can you achieve this? (Choose two.) 

A. Peer each VPC to every other VPC to create a full mesh peering. 

B. Peer them, VPC peering allows transitive peering as of December 2017. 

C. Call AWS to enable transitive peering. 

D. Create VPNs between them and adjust the routing tables accordingly. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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Explanation: 

VPN instances can be used to create transitive peering. Full mesh peering is the only way to use peering 

to allow all VPCs to communicate with all other VPCs. Transitive peering is not possible. 

 

QUESTION 10

You have been asked to monitor traffic flows on your Amazon EC2 instance. You will be performing deep packet
inspection, looking for atypical patterns. 

Which tool will enable you to look at this data? 

A. Wireshark 

B. VPC Flow Logs 

C. AWS CLI 

D. CloudWatch Logs 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://www.slideshare.net/TeriRadichel/packet-capture-on-aws 

 

QUESTION 11

Which of these is not specified on an ENI? 

A. A primary private IPv4 address 

B. A source/destination check flag 

C. A MAC address 

D. An A record 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

An A record is not specified on an ENI. This is created in Route 53. 

 

QUESTION 12

You are using the CLI to assign multiple IP addresses to interfaces. The operation fails. What is the most 

likely reason? 

A. You cannot assign IP addresses in the CLI. 
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B. You can only assign 5 IP addresses at a time through the CLI. 

C. One or more of the IP addresses could not be assigned. 

D. All of the IP addresses could not be assigned. 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

One more of the IP addresses could not be assigned. It only takes one failed assignment for the entire 

operation to fail. 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of these is not required when setting up a VIF? 

A. BGP Key 

B. VLAN ID 

C. ASN 

D. BGP MED 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: 

BGP MED is used to steer traffic and not for requesting a VIF. 

 

QUESTION 14

You have a global corporate network with 153 individual IP prefixes in your internal routing table. You establish a private
virtual interface over AWS Direct Connect to a VPC that has an Internet gateway (IGW). All instances in the VPC must
be able to route to the Internet via an IGW and route to the global corporate network via the VGW. 

How should you configure your on-premises BGP peer to meet these requirements? 

A. Configure AS-Prepending on your BGP session 

B. Summarize your prefix announcement to less than 100 

C. Announce a default route to the VPC over the BGP session 

D. Enable route propagation on the VPC route table 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 15

You are the AWS cloud architect and have been tasked with designing an appropriate subnetting design for your
production VPC. Your production VPC requires secure communications back to the corporate private network. Quality of
Service (QoS) is very important 24 × 7 for this particular connection, as real-time data is passed continually backwards
and forwards between your on-prem bioinformatics enterprise application, and the number crunching servers deployed
in the cloud. Any potential latency incurred on this connection will have a direct impact on the company\\'s ability to
attract investors and expansion into new markets. 

Select the correct network configuration that best facilitates your company\\'s continued growth plans. 

A. Provision a Direct Connect connection - between your service provider\\'s data center and the AWS region that your
cloud compute resources exist in. Configure just a Private Virtual Interface. As this is a Direct Connection, a Virtual
Private Gateway is not required 

B. Configure a site-to-site layer 2 software router using OpenVPN within your VPC and ensure that QoS enabled - this is
a secure and cheap option 

C. Configure a site-to-site layer 3 software router using OpenVPN within your VPC and ensure that QoS enabled - this
is a secure and cheap option 

D. Provision a Direct Connect connection - between your existing service provider\\'s data center and the AWS region
that your cloud compute resources exist in. Configure a Virtual Private Gateway and Private Virtual Interface 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Answers A, B, and C all rely on an Internet connection. An Internet connection cannot guarantee QoS and
will be subject to performance fluctuations - therefore they are all incorrect options. The only difference between these
options is whether a Virtual Private Gateway is required - the answer is yes and therefore the correct answer is D. 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/directconnect/faqs/ 
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